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Update v1.682 - Ting Vit, , , , , Franais, P support, and more! : Hi everyone! I'm happy to announce the next Official version of
Battle Splash is now available! This update is more about Languages supports, Graphics enhancement, and Optimization..
Update v.1.676 - Animations, Performance, Gameplay, and The 3rd Gun Pack : Hello everyone! I'm happy to announce that the
next update for Battle Splash is ready. This update focuses mostly on animation visual feedbacks, performance, scene/character
rendering quality update, and gameplay. It also features the 3rd Weapon Pack, which heavily relies on bounciness and large
ammo capacity, thus leading to a more chaotic water warfare than ever.. Try Alpha! : Important news for all who waited for us!
The BOILING STEEL page is already in the Steam! In honor of this, we want to give you a try alpha (exclusive access), for this
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you need to join us in the discord by the link Very soon you will plunge into the futuristic universe at the sunset of humanity ..
Happy Lunar New Year - Get Battle Splash for 20% off! : Happy Lunar New Year everyone! For us Vietnamese, 2018 is truly
starting from now, since we still use the Lunar Calendar.. Patch v1.686 - Franais Language fixes, Network update phrase 1, and
some minor updates : Hi everyone! I'm happy to announce the latest patch for Battle Splash 2.0. The majority of this patch is
French language fixes and Network improvements. Check out the full release notes below: Steam Content BuildID: 2993143
Animation: The girls can now express their facial emotion like the previous version of the game. Gameplay: Fixed some logic
bug for some game modes. Language: Re-translate the entire French translation. Networking: (Phrase 1) allowed multiple
master server, thus should make it easier for gameplay for different region. Networking: (Phrase 1) stops using packet throttling
to save up bandwidth. Since the core gameplay of Battle Splash can handle medium-high latency, packet-loss handling and out-
of-the-box/flexible networking are now major concern over latency. Performance: Minor fixes on performance. Performance:
Reduced RAM usage for the game over long game time. Physics: Characters are now got pushed away correctly upon collision
with Splashes and Water Balloons/Bullets.. Update v1.680 is here! : Hi everyone! I'm happy to announce that the latest update
for Battle Splash is here, which even more performance update and improvements.. Lunar Update v1.679 - Environment Effect
: Hello everyone! This is the first (and minor) update since the Lunar New Year, which focuses on Optimization and
Environment effect. Grass and ground are now reacting to weapon's projectile: the explosion from the splash or the kinematic
energy from the water balloon will make the around dust and grass fly everywhere. Even the tree leaves will fall if you make a
splash explosion right at the upper branches. Check out these screenshots: Dust surrounding the exploded water balloon. Flying
grass. The splash's explosion power will determine how far the grass can fly. Dust and Smoke everywhere! Additionally, all
"balloons" projectiles and splashes can now properly "knock back" other player upon contact/explosion. For example: a sniper
rifle direct hit will now knock back the target. These effects are the first phrase of making a more solid gunplay for Battle
Splash, so that you can "feel" the power of your weapons. Aside from that are some performance optimization, both with RAM
and CPU usage, for a smoother gameplay.. Trianga's Project: Battle Splash 2.0 Update v1.688 - Graphics, Experience, and
Performance Enhancement : Hi everyone, it's been a while! As for us, Vietnamese, the New Year only began from the last
month. Thus, I decided to make a fresh start to this Lunar New Year by reworking on various graphical features of Battle Splash
in order to enhance overall experience of the game.. Battle Splash Discord Server is now Online! : Hi everyone, Good news for
Discord user: Battle Splash now has the very first Discord server, which allow easier match-making for users. All you have to do
is to visit this Discord server, join the #match-making Chat server (you don't need any account for that), and simply type
"?lfgame" to mark yourself as ready for playing a game: Here are the step-by-step instructions: 1.. Grab Battle Splash for 45%
off this Lunar New Year : Hi everyone! To celebrate Lunar New Year - 2019, year of the Pig, I decided to put Battle Splash for
a discount of 45%.
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